Rinnai Nationwide Vehicle Wrap Warranty
The vehicle wraps are produced using 3M quality materials, adhesives and inks with a
U.V. clear coat applied to prevent fading, cracking and peeling. The wraps are applied
by 3M Certified Applicators that are licensed, insured professionals and posses a
minimum 10 years experience in vehicle wrap applications.
Graphic Warranty
The solid opaque graphic material that is applied to the vehicle body carries a 3M
manufacture warranty not to fade, crack, peel or edge lift for a period of 3 to 5 years.
The window graphics material that is applied to the vehicle glass carries a 3Mmanufacture warranty not to fade, crack or peel for a period of up to 1 year. This
material has over 50% of the adhesive and vinyl punched out for viewing so the
adhesion level is much less. It is impossible to detect how long window graphics will
last on vehicle glass. There are examples of the window-perforated material lasting up
to five years. The durability seems to be determined on the vehicle’s location weather
conditions, how the vehicle is maintained and whether it is garaged or stored in the
outside elements.
Damaged Graphics Replacement Pricing
Vehicle wraps get damaged the same way as painted surfaces and need to be replaced
from time to time. For that reason, we produce these graphics via computer-generated
files and are able to produce sections of the graphics upon demand. The following is a
list of graphic pricing for replacement sections.
Description
Solid Body Graphic Panels (48”x 80”)
Entire Side Graphics (no windows)
Entire Rear Graphics (no windows)
Solid Bumper Graphics (entire bumper)
Window Perforated Graphics

Decals
$150/Panel
$500/Side
$350/Rear
$150/Bumper
$75/Window

Apply
$75/Panel
$400/Side
$200/Rear
$75/Bumper
$50/Window

All prices include production of the graphics and application by a 3M Certified Applicator.
There is a minimum Application Trip Charge of $250 and each location will need to be
reviewed for location of applicator prior to final pricing. Prices do not include shipping,
which is based upon urgency and dealer location.
I have received a copy of these vehicle wrap warranty details:

_________________________
Rinnai Dealer Printed Name

___________________________
Rinnai Dealer Signature
___________________________
Date

For more information, email inquiries to: Info@M8Graphics.com

